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Expanding minds . . .  extending horizons 
Faculty of Engineering Science and Technology

Welcome to the Maldives National 
University, Faculty of Engineering 
Science and Technology. Since the 
industrial revolution, engineers and 
scientists have been at the forefront 
of innovation and change in the 
world. Today, we face a dynamic, 
challenging world that calls for 
urgent solutions to balance both 
human needs and natural concerns. 
The demand for problem- solving 
leaders with engineering and 
computational proficiencies has 
never been greater.

In this faculty, we are 
educating scientists, computational 
professionals, architects to be 
tomorrow’s problem-solving leaders 
through our innovative curricula and 
extra activities. Our qualified and 
experienced lecturers will engage 
students in a unique learning 
environment that will facilitate 
academic excellence and prepare 
students for future careers while 
they earn their degrees.

Please feel free to drop into our 
faculty and explore the courses we 
offer.

From the Dean’s Desk

From left to right: Hamees, Asna,Dheena, Ahusan

FEST science students created robots for their final year projects. The projects were 
supervised by our experienced assistant  professor Dr. Yoosuf Nizam. It is the aim of the 
faculty to produce inovative and intersting projects useful for the country. Over the past 
our students have produced several innovative projects ranging from dhivehi voice 
recognition, text to speech, detecting plants using machine learning.

Ahmed Ahsan developed a robot that can follow human movement. This robot can sense 
human movements and performs the same movement. This is developed using infrared 
sensors and mounted on an ardino board with a motor driver.

Ahme Ahsan›s robot is capable of moving along a black line, This robot can detect a black 
line and can move along the same line.

A robotic arm with a gripper (end effector) built by Ibrahim Hamees can pick up simple 
objects.  Aminath Seeza developed an air fil generator that can be used to extract energy 
from tidal currents. This model can be used as an alternative source of energy. 

FEST students and robotic projects
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Marine Science Students visits B. Goidhoo on a field trip

Bachelor of Marine Science and Bachelor of Environmental 
Management students visited B.Goidhoo in the pursuit of 
understanding critical ecosystems in B.Goidhoo. Students 
assessed all environmentally sensitive ecosystems in Goidhoo to 
propose as Community Conserved Areas (CCAs).  International 
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (2008) defines protected 
areas as “clearly defined geographical space, recognised, 
dedicated and managed, through legal or other effective means, 
to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated 
ecosystem services and cultural values”. 

There are a total of 72 protected areas in Maldives. These 
include dive sites, reefs, mangroves etc. Out of these, Baa Atoll 
Biosphere reserve is the only area protected by an international 
cooperation. Baa atoll was appointed as a UNESCO Biosphere 
reserve on 28th June 2011. The 9 core areas of the Baa 
atoll biosphere reserve are protected under the Maldives 
Environment Protection and Preservation Act’s law number 
4/93. 

The research trip to B. Goidhoo was made to find a propose a 
suitable community conservation area for the community of the 
island to protect. Several ecological assessments were carried 
in 3 ecosystems of the island: mangrove, seagrass and coral 
reefs. In addition to this a social survey was also carried out to 
find the locals attitude.

Fisher Knowedge exercise conducted in R. Maduvari

Students studying Bachelor of Environmental management 
visited R. Madduvari. The purpose of this field trip was to 
obtain fisher knowledge.  Knowledge of ocean resources is 
often learned through experience and accumulates with the 
amount of time spent in this environment. 

Knowledge obtained from traditional fishers is most often 
associated with the fishermen›s experience and the knowledge 
obtained by the fisherman learned over the years of being 
in the natural environment. This knowledge is known as 
traditional knowledge and is developed in a socio-cultural and 
geographical context and is  passed over the years.

The traditional knowledge (TK) held by fishers and fishing 
communities is inextricably linked and influenced by evolving 
patterns of environmental change and associated resource use. 

The study helped students understand various aspects of 
fisheries conducted in Madduvvari and in the North of Maldives 
generally. Key findings from the survey conducted in December 
2021, include: 
1. Fishermen in Madduvvari are very willing to share their 
fishing experiences to students.
2.Some of the very data deficient fisheries such as methds of 
picking sea cucumbers were identified through surveys.

3. Some exemplar methods of fishing activities and how fishermen 
have been adapting to changes that were faced over time with 
various natural and human induced changes.

4. Seasonal changes in catch data and various local environmental 
cues that fishermen are dependent on top of modern technology 
that is utilised.

5. Fishermen’s knowledge could also be used to inform policy.



FEST has started a research on measuring air quality in 
the Male’ region. This is a research project funded by the 
US-Government. This project is led by Duke University in 
the United Kingdom and will go from Septem- ber 2020 to 
September 2023. 
 The project aims to improve air quality and human 
health in South East Asia through capacity building with 
local governments for enhancing air quality monitoring and 
awareness. Under this project, Duke Univer- sity and their 
partners across the US will provide technical assistance to 
develop and implement plans that will reduce fine-particulate 
air pollu- tion (PM2.5) to more healthy levels through a 
combination of low-cost satellite imagery and enhanced PM 
2.5 sensor networks, integrated with meteorological modeling 
and source appapportionment tionment in Bangladesh, India, 
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and the Maldives.
 To achieve this goal, the first objective is to deploy 
and maintain a net- work of 20 sensors across the Maldives 
that will determine PM2.5 con- centrations at locations 
representative of industrial regions, major road- ways, and 
populated urban areas. To this end the first batch of  6 sensors 
that was received so far have been indoor calibrated and four 
of them are deployed at the monitoring stations in the greater 
Male’ region.
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Air quality measuring Project

ސްޓެމް އާ ބެހޭ ދރިާސާ އއެް ފސެްޓްގއަި ފށަައފިި

"ސްޓެމް" ރަމްޒުކުރަނީ "ސައިންސް، ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީ، އިންޖިނިއަރިންގް، މެތަމެޓިކްސް" މި 

ތިން ލަފުޒެވެ. "ސްޓެމް"އުގެނުމަކީ ސައިންސާއި، ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީއާއި، އިންޖިނިއަރިންއާއި، 

ހައްލުކުރުމުގެ  މައްސަލައެއް  ދުނިޔަވީ  މަސްހުނިކޮށްގެން،  މެތަމެޓިކްސް)ހިސާބު( 

އުގަންނައިދިނުމެވެ.  ތެރެއިން 

ދަރިވަރުގެ ވަށައިގެންވާ މާހައުލުން މިސާލު ނަގައިގެން އުގަންނައިދިނުމުގެ   

ނަތިޖާ ރަގަޅުކަމަށް ދިރާސާތަކުން ދައްކައެވެ. އަދި ޢާންމު ދިރިއުޅުމުގައި ފެންނަ މިފަދަ 

މެތަމެޓިކްސް  އިންޖިނިއަރިންއާއި،  ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީއާއި،  ސައިންސާއި،  މިސާލުތަކުގައި 

ހުންނަނީ އެމުނި ލާމެހިފައެވެ. އެއީ، ޒަމާނީ ދިރިއުޅުމުގައި ސައިންސާއި، ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީއާއި، 

އިންޖިނިއަރިންއާއި، މެތަމެޓިކްސް މަސްހުނިވެ އެމުނި އެކުލެވިފައިވާތީއެވެ.  ހަމައެހެންމެ 

އެކުލެވޭ  އޭގައި  އެއަށްވިސްނާއިރު  ނަގައިގެން،  މިސާލެއް  މާހައުލުން  ވަށައިގެންވާ 

އުންސުރުތަކުން  މެތަމެޓިކްސްގެ  އިންޖިނިއަރިންއާއި،  ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީއާއި،  ސައިންސާއި، 

ވުމާއެކު،  ބީރައްޓެހިވާތީއެވެ.  ދަރިވަރުންނަށް  މިސާލު  އެ  އުނިކޮއްފިނަމަ  އުންސުރެއް 

ދަރިވަރުންޝައުގުވެރިކުރިމުގެ ބޭނުމުގައި، މާހައުލުން ފެންނަ މިސާލުތައް ތަޢާރަފުކުރާއިރު 

ސައިންސާއި،  ހިމެނޭ  މިސާލުގައި  އެ  އެއްގޮތަށް،   ވައްޓަފާޅިއާ  "ސްޓެމް"އުގެނުމުގެ 

ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީއާއި، އިންޖިނިއަރިންއާއި، މެތަމެޓިކްސްގެ ބައިތަކަށް އެއްކޮށް އިންސާފުކުރުން 

މުހިންމުވެއެވެ. 

މި ފެށެނު ދިރާސާގެ ނަތީޖާއެއްގެ ގޮތުން "ސްޓެމް"އުގެނުން މުޤައްރަރުތަކުގައި   

ދަރިވަރުންނާ ރަޙުމަތްތެރި މިސާލުތައް ހިމެނުމަށާއި، "ސްޓެމް"އުގެނުމުގެ ވައްޓަފާޅިއަށް 

ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީއާއި،  ސައިންސާއި،  އަދި  ފަސޭހަވެގެންދާނެއެވެ.  ކިޔަވައިދިނުން 

އިންޖިނިއަރިންއާއި، މެތަމެޓިކްސްގެ ދާއިރާއަށް ދަރިވަރުންގެ ޝަޢުޤު އިތުރުކުރަވޭނެއެވެ.

18 މަސްދުވަހަށް ދެމިގެންދާނެ މި ދިރާސާކުރަނީ އުނިވަރސިޓީ ސައިންސް   

އިންޖިނިއަރިން،  ފެކަލްޓީއޮފް  އާއި  އެޑިޔުކޭޝަނަލް ސްޓަޑީސް  މެލޭޝިޔާގެ ސްކޫލްއޮފް 

ޓީމަކުންނެވެ.  ޓެކްނޮލޮޖީގެ  އެންޑް  ސައިންސް 


